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Contact Tom Harvey   +   (803) 622-6717   +   tom@alliedsafety.com 
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TREE TRIMMING EVENT  

THE PLAYERS 
• Younger Brother and Boom Lift and Chain Saw Operator – Bobby  
• 9-year-old son of Bobby and Helper/Limb Gatherer – Joe Bob  
• Older Brother and owner of house (Boss) – Doug  
• 14-year-old daughter of Doug and Designated Observer – Sissy  
• Nosy (good-hearted) neighbor – Tee Boogie Plaisance  
 
THE JOB  
• The plan was to trim several large oak trees at my older brother Doug’s house on a very 
hot 4th of July weekend.  
• The job will involve a boom lift, chainsaw, large truck and trailer.  
• We had been planning the job for 2 weeks, and had a final planning meeting the 
previous Wednesday night. It’s not a huge job but involves some big limbs and requires 
good coordination. The night before, my brother and I reviewed our plan, and that really 
helped us get organized.  
TIMELINE for Exercises 
 
TEAM ASSIGNMENT #1 (10min)  
Your Team will conduct a thorough Pre-Task Review (5 min) – do your best. 
 
 
 
 

Assigned Coach will observe PJB, but not assist. 
 

All teams will be told what happened. * 
 
TEAM ASSIGNMENT #2 (3 min) Answer these questions: (answers in italics) 
 
1. Team to decide outcome and consequences (how bad?) of the event.  

a. C __ __ __ __ C __ __ __ ; Serious Injury; D __ __ __ __ Death 
Close Calls / Near Hits should be treated the same as actual injuries because the 
circumstances are the same, and the outcome may depend on fate or luck. 

2. Does the outcome determine what should be learned? ____  Why? 
NO The series of events and the ultimate failure modes are the same. The difference 
between a close call and a fatality may only be a matter of luck, fate, or chance. 

3. What factor determines learning from our life experiences?  
R __ __ __ P __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __  

Risk   Potential 
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TEAM ASSIGNMENT #3 – Post-Job Review (HULO) – 15 min 
Assigned Coaches will play the role of Doug and lead the Post-Job Review. 
 
Two weeks later, big-brother Doug is still heart-broken and devastated. He has been 
introspecting his life—the good and the bad. What has he learned about himself? 
 
The family holds a Post-Job Review with all members participating. Help them answer 
these questions, and discuss: (answers in italics) 
 

1. What were the most important Error Traps you recognized? 
Scope Change; Vague Guidance; Overconfidence by Doug (and Distractions)  

 
 

2. When (exactly) did the Scope Change(s) happen?  
a) When Doug left with Tee Boogie to look at his new crawfish boiler.  
b) When Sissy answered her phone and stopped performing her Designated 
Observer duties.  

 
3. How should the Scope Change(s) have been managed? 

Call a TIME OUT (ALL STOP) or an AUDIBLE. Sissy could have done it, or Doug, or 
Joe Bob. It would have saved the day, or a life!  

 
4. What were the most important LOWs? 

Lack of Accountability; Conflicting (Family) Values  
 

5. What HOP Tools should have been used—how would they have controlled the 
risks, and prevented the event? 
Pre-Task Review (PJB) should be used after every Scope Change to adjust the plan. 
The JSA/Hazard Assessment can be used to conduct the PJB. Effective 
Communication negates Vague Guidance. Accountability must be established to 
prevent Normalized Drift. 

 
 
TEAM ASSIGNMENT # 4 – Each team will hold a re-do Pre-Task Review knowing what 
happened, the traps that increased risks, and the tools that should have been used, and 
using what has been learned. (5 min)  
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* Here’s what happened… 
When Narrator Bobby calls your name, raise your hand and act your role. 
0800 (Bobby narrates/reads this section)  
• The crew gathers early the next morning, and I tried to hold a Pre-Task Review, and set 
the expectation that we would hold numerous more PJBs throughout the day as we moved 
from task to task. But, my big brother Doug was anxious to get started and said we could 
just plan as we go about the work.  
• So, we had a short, decent Pre-Task Review before we started work.  
• Doug tolerates the short Pre-Task Review but is ready to “get ‘er done”.  
0810-0950  
As the work progresses, several red flags are raised…  
• Sissy is caught trying to talk on her phone...  
“Got to go. I hope he calls… he is so cute.”  
• Doug is cracking stupid jokes and picking fun at me about not knowing how to handle 
a chainsaw or operate the lift... “Come on, bro. Mama could drive that lift better. Fire up 
that chainsaw!” 
• Miscommunications have confused Joe Bob about when to go out and gather up limbs.  
Regardless of these problems, we are almost done… just a few more tough cuts left.  
0950  
• Nosy next-door neighbor Tee Boogie Plaisance arrives on the scene and says:  
“How y’all doin’? I’ve been watching all morning, and I just couldn’t hold myself back 
any longer. Doug, I got something to ask you… you’ll be very interested. Do you and the 
family want to come over for a crawfish boil tomorrow afternoon? In the meantime, you 
have got to come and take a look at this fancy boiling rig I built.”  
• Doug says, “Just a quick look-see, Tee Boogie. We’ve got a lot going on here with these 
trees.” Doug yells, “Joe Bob, be careful with those limbs—we’re almost done.” Both men 
walk away to look at the new boiler.  
• Joe Bob can’t hear his uncle, and says, “What—Uncle Doug? Where you goin’?”  
• Sissy gets a call on her cell phone from her brand-new heartthrob and says… “Hi 
Corey… not much, what’cha’ doin’?”  
• Joe Bob sees a limb he missed and runs out to pick it up. At the same time, I am making 
a critical cut on a big limb. The limb falls right when Joe Bob is running under me. I 
scream, “Stop, son!”, but it’s too late…  
 
KEY LEARNINGS: This experiential exercise teaches: 

• how many “accidents” happen, and the reality of human suffering; 

• the power of HOP to manage hazards and mitigate risks; 

• the critical importance of real-time Pre-Task Reviews. 
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Human and Organizational Performance 

Error Review (HOPER) Form 

G
en

er
al

 Reviewer: Arkansas Environmental Federation Member Date: 07-16-19 

Person(s) interviewed: Doug, Bobby, Joe Bob, Sissy, Tee Boogie 

Brief description of 
incident: 

Our family was cutting large tree limbs. Assigned duties were not followed. 
A large limb fell on a family member when in the line of fire. 

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

 D
rif

t T
ra

ps
 

Which HOP Normalized Drift Traps were identified?  (Check all that apply) 
 Ineffective Training  Conflicting Values 

 Flawed Procedures  Faulty Equipment 
 Bad Habits  Technology 

 Vague Policies  Lack of Accountability 
 Condoning  Design/Engineering/Planning 

Description of Situational and ND Traps: 
Poor plan – Joe Bob under Bobby cutting. No specific procedure. Didn’t 
follow our plan (Doug left job). We didn’t care enough for our family. Didn’t 
think it could happen to us. Should have adjusted plan when scope changed. 

Error Type: 
 Skill  based 
 Rule based 
 Knowledge based 

Si
tu

at
io

na
l 

Tr
ap

s  

Which HOP Situational Traps were present?  (Check all that apply) 
Distractions / 
Interruptions  Overconfidence  Scope Change  Physical Environment 

 Time Pressure  Vague Guidance  Peer Pressure  Multiple Tasks 
  First Shift/Late Shift  Mental Stress   

HO
P 

Er
ro

r P
re

ve
nt

io
n 

To
ol

s 

Which HOP Tools were Used effectively? Used, but not 
effectively? 

Not used, but 
were needed? 

Not 
applicable? 

Questioning Attitude     

Job Planning Analysis     
Pre-Task Review     

Self Checking     
Effective Communication     

Procedure Usage     
Place-Keeping     

Peer Checking     
Coaching     

Post-Job Review     

 

CA
s  Have corrective actions 

been initiated? 
Yes   
 No 

NOTES Doug says, “How did I allow this to 
happen to my family – my nephew 
getting seriously hurt?” 

 

 


